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Organizational



Personal information

my email address: marius.frinken@fau.de
PGP encrypted mails are preferred!
my PGP fingerprint:
F4BD 7ED4 96A5 9BA6 9FD6 901C 1EEC 9B1B 8CD5 3DA1

mailto:marius.frinken@fau.de


Hand-In Procedure

Please hand in *.pdf, *.txt or *.pl files!

Please include your name in your files, my suggestions:

I LATEX: use the author field together with a \maketitle
command

I .txt : simply write your name at the top

I .pl Code : use comments for a header:

% author: Alan Turing



Solutions

Solutions for old homeworks are available at
https://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/assignments.pdf

https://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/assignments.pdf


KALAH Deadline delayed!

new deadline: 07.01.2019, 00:00 CET



Homework 6



KALAH

My tip:
have the following basic outline:

1. get it to run on your setup

2. implement a stupid agent (e.g. always the first pit) and test it

3. implement a model for the game states or use the newly
added KalahGUI module

4. use the model to implement some
Adversarial-Game-Search-Algorithm like Alpha-Beta-Pruning
(Iterative Deepening Search) or Monte-Carlo-Sampling

5. ??? 1

6. Profit! (100 Bonus-Bonus Points for the best team!)

1(mostly finding a good evaluation function and having efficient code that
runs deeply down the search-tree)



Sharing is Caring I

Ideas for Evaluation-Function:

I difference between seeds in the houses

I



Sharing is Caring II

General Tips:

I advanced: store the trees and reuse them

I see wikipedia page of KALAH, for some configurations, a
certain set of start actions are optimal

I



Homework 7



Short Recap: Alpha-Beta Pruning I



Short Recap: Alpha-Beta Pruning II



Problem 7.1

(have a look at the task)



Short Recap: CSPs I



Short Recap: CSPs II



Short Recap: CSPs III



Important to know

I What does a empty Set as a Constraint mean?
Cuv = ∅

That there is no possible combination for u and v , meaning
that there is no solution for the CSP!

I What does a non-existing Constraint mean?
Cuv /∈ C
That all possible combinations for u and v are legal!

EDIT: I checked this, it is correct!
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Important to know

I What does a empty Set as a Constraint mean?
Cuv = ∅
That there is no possible combination for u and v , meaning
that there is no solution for the CSP!

I What does a non-existing Constraint mean?
Cuv /∈ C
That all possible combinations for u and v are legal!

EDIT: I checked this, it is correct!



Problem 7.2 and 7.3

(have a look at the lecture and the tasks)



PSA: CSPs are an important and widespread topic

There are a lot of very interesting theoretical details about the
topic and you should know the different heuristics, algorithms etc.!
(We can not test your entire knowledge with assignments, since
there are too many topics in KI/AI 1)

My Tip: Re-read the lecture slides/the book several times!

(with the exam in mind, have a look at this thread https:

//fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/14481-Zusammenfassung

which leads to this file https://fsi.cs.fau.de/dw/_media/

pruefungen/hauptstudium/ki1-summary-ws1819.pdf

See the header: NO WARRANTY FOR CORRECTNESS
NOR COMPLETENESS)

https://fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/14481-Zusammenfassung
https://fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/14481-Zusammenfassung
https://fsi.cs.fau.de/dw/_media/pruefungen/hauptstudium/ki1-summary-ws1819.pdf
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Misc: Questions, Anecdotes & etc



Where are these slides and Prolog examples available?
from now on at https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI

Any other Questions?

https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI
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